IS Roadmap – Resources: 2.09 Education 2019-2021

Objectives

- To enable access and use of all library collections aligned to the university curriculum.

Benefits

- Stakeholder ✔ Increase efficiency ✔ Creativity/innovation ✔
  - Improved access to our learning resources
  - Increased use of collections
  - Increased value of our libraries to our users

Activities

- P1358 Discovery interfaces Review
- P1598 Enabling Research led teaching through collection mapping
- P1637 Enabling research led teaching with case studies
- Online portal for skills development
- Implement Reading list and CLA Recommendations
- Remote liaison support (incl. curriculum development)
- Review publishing models for digital content
- Harness open scholarship to support research led teaching

Milestone event

- Medical school
- Talis renewal decision
- Ready to support submission for TEF

Stakeholder:

- Increase efficiency
- Creativity/innovation

Owner: Karen Goodwin